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Celebrating the Inventive Genius of Thomas Edison

A new statue honoring the world’s greatest inventor was installed at the Thomas
Edison National Historical Park in West Orange, NJ on November of 2017. Funded
fully by the Edison Innovation Foundation, the 8 foot bronze form is popular
among the over 50,000 visitors annually to the park—a real great “photo op”.
Another bronze likeness of Edison has been installed in Statuary Hall in the
Congressional building in Washington DC, also done by the same sculptor-again
funded (partially) by the Edison Innovation Foundation.

Introduction
I hope you enjoy the man who was my life-long hero, Thomas Alva Edison (18471931), the greatest inventor the world has ever known. For 60 years I have read,
lectured, and written about this world famous man, who was once exclaimed by
Life Magazine to be the Man of the Millennium. A millennium is 1,000 years….a
very long time. Many times we speak of people being the man or woman of the
century—100 years; but Edison’s accomplishments are so great he merits this
especially longer recognized time frame.
Imagine what the world was like 1,000 years ago. Edison is often referred to as
the man who conquered the darkness of night with his light bulb. What did
people do when the sun went down; and think of all the things the light bulb
brings us today! His inventions of the phonograph and motion pictures literally
defined our leisure time and entertainment activities. His R&D labs completely
redefined America’s business environment, allowing the quick prototyping of new
inventions and their launch into the marketplace. You know that “STEM stuff” our
kids study in school today? Edison is the great grand-daddy of STEM!
Teachers……. use this book with both young students and middle schoolers.
Unleash the natural excitement of Edison’s history and accomplishments.
Supplement this volume with Internet searches, discussions of the man and his
accomplishments, why invention is important, and how Mr. Edison turned his
inventions into new businesses and industries. Look at modern inventors and
entrepreneurs today and discuss how they are similar to Mr. Edison.
Don’t forget to have students try designing some new things…turning their raw
ideas into detailed plans to make and sell their products. Edison would applaud
this loud and proud and so should you. Invention and creativity resides in all of us.
Help it come out in your classroom. Teach them to keep notebooks of their ideas
as they develop them…..just as Mr. Edison did for all his inventions.

Young Thomas Alva Edison [about 10 years old]

1954 book about the great inventor. This volume greatly influenced the author’s admiration
for his work, inspiring him to become an inventor too!

A comprehensive 2013 book written about the great inventor by the archivist at the Thomas
Edison National Historical Park in West Orange, NJ…..a terrific read!

The Big Four Thomas Edison Inventions
-Recorded sound [the phonograph]
-Light bulbs and the electric utility industry
-Motion pictures
-R&D laboratories
Keep this in mind:
-His work, largely in founding these four industries,
accounts for 10% of the world’s economy today.
-Some economists believe Thomas Edison and his
products and processes account for one-fourth of all the
jobs on planet Earth!
-His light bulb is the very image we use today to
symbolize a new idea.
-He is the man who teaches us to learn from failure; and
never stop trying to make our ideas come to life…”fail
your way to success”!

A

is for Alva

Alva is Thomas Edison’s middle name. His father named him
after a good friend.

B

is for batteries

Edison pioneered a special kind of battery, a nickel-iron storage
battery for electric vehicles that was also used for miner hats
and many other applications.

C

is for cement

His special cement was called Edison Portland Cement and used
to build concrete homes, commercial buildings and the original
Yankee Stadium.

Edison was a proponent of using his special cement to make low cost concrete
houses, built in a day or two using giant metal forms. His special cement was also
used to build the original Yankee Stadium [below] which opened in New York City
in 1923; and to build his fire-proof factory buildings at his West Orange Labs.

D

is for dolls

Using a version of his phonographs in miniaturized form, Edison
invents “talking dolls”.

E

is for electric vehicles

Way back in the early 1900s, Mr. Edison was a big proponent of
electric vehicles, charging his cars in his garage in 1908--something we are just now doing!

F

is for Fluoroscope

Not long after X-rays were discovered, Thomas Edison invented
a fluoroscope in the 1890s for medical diagnosis.

Talking Dolls
Built around a miniature phonograph, Edison created and sold
about 3,000 talking dolls. However, the toy was not successful
because of the very delicate nature of the miniature
phonograph and the high failure rate of the device.

Talking doll showing miniature phonograph

Edison workers assembling talking dolls

Edison and Electric Vehicles
Edison was a very big fan of electric vehicles and designed a special
battery that could power these cars. He never made electric vehicles,
but built a huge battery factory in 1912 to mass produce the
batteries—which later were used in many other applications. In 1908,
he already showed the world how to charge electric vehicles in his own
garage….something we are just learning to do today!

Edison on the cover of Scientific
American Magazine-1911…showing an
electric vehicle and his special batteries

Edison’s original electric charging station today

G

is for Glenmont

Mr. and Mrs. Edison spent the majority of their lives at their
beloved home, Glenmont, close to Mr. Edison’s famous West
Orange Labs. Here he often developed rough ideas for new
products that his talented staff could build.

H

is for Henry Ford

Thomas Edison and Henry Ford were long-time friends; often
working together on new ideas, taking camping trips together
with other close friends, and discussing the business concerns
of the times.

I

is for invention factory

A process for turning ideas into new products is commercialized
by the great inventor and becomes R&D labs. The invention
factory is the great grandfather of STEM studies in middle
school today

Edison’s Home in West Orange, New Jersey
Built in 1882, Edison’s lovely home was named Glenmont. It had 29 and ½ rooms
including 2 and ½ indoor toilets. He and his wife Mina raised 6 children here,
including three from Edison’s first marriage [Edison’s first wife died young-age 28from a brain illness]. Often he would consider new ideas here in his upstairs living
room/den and bring these ideas to work for his staff to rapidly prototype.

Glenmont-front /southern view

The lovely reception room in the home

Edison’s desk where he conceived many new ideas
His desk was called his thought laboratory!

Mr. and Mrs. Edison are buried behind their home

Thomas and Mina Edison

Tom and Mina in 1887-1888, after their marriage in 1886

Tom and Mina in later years

J

is for jobs

Over 10,000 people worked at Edison’s West Orange Labs. His
businesses and jobs created account for 10% of the world’s
economy today.

K

is for kinetoscope

A Kinetoscope is an early motion-picture device invented by
Thomas Edison for viewing his early motion pictures. The film
passed behind a viewing hole, called a peephole, and could be
seen.

L

is for light bulb

Mr. Edison’s invention of the light bulb completely changed our
world! It made the evening hours practically useable for
entertainment, education, leisure and many other activities.

Celebrating Thomas Edison’s Achievements
Many statues and monuments --see sample below--around the world celebrate
the incredible creativity and impact Thomas Edison had on our standards of living.

At the Henry Ford Dearborn Museum

At the entrance to the Naval Research Labs
that Edison helped establish in 1923

In Kyoto Japan—where Edison gathered
bamboo for his early light bulb filaments

At the site of his earlier Menlo Park Labs

M

is for motion pictures

Think about a world without motion pictures and the beauty of
this form of education and entertainment. Thomas Edison
designed and built the first motion picture studio and started
the movie industry.

N

is for Nancy Elliot Edison

His mother Nancy gave young Tom the confidence to learn on
his own, and most importantly learn from failure. She also
encouraged him to read widely, and go out into the world to
gain the knowledge it offered for his growth and development.

O

is for optics

Optics is the science of light, which Thomas Edison studied in
order to make his motion picture technology practical.

Important Words for Students to Research
To gain a better understanding of Thomas Edison and his times, here are some
words and invention for young students to research and consider. Have fun!

Invention

Entrepreneur

Prototype

Innovation

Project team

Process

Telegraph

Storage battery

Incandescent lamp

Patent

Recording cylinders

Filament

Phonograph

Kinetoscope / Kinetograph

Electric pen

Edison effect

Stock ticker

Vote recorder

Fluoroscope

Black Maria

Research and Development

P

is for phonograph

Considered to be one of his greatest inventions, phonographs
led to recorded sound on a massive scale, and the start of the
music industry we all enjoy so much today!

Q

is for quotes

Throughout his life, Thomas Edison was quoted by newspapers
and magazines. These quotes have become important as a
source of inspiration for many inventors and business leaders.

R

is for research & development

This is the first step in making new ideas practical and the
starting point for Edison’s famous invention factory. All major
companies today have R&D departments, taking after what Mr.
Edison taught the world about invention.

Have Fun with Edison Quotes
Edison was famous for his many quotes; and there are lots of them. Here are a
few to start you off. See how many you can find. Like Edison---do some research!

“I find out what the world needs. Then I go ahead and try to
invent it.”

“I always invented to obtain money to go on inventing.”

“To invent, you need a good imagination and a pile of junk.”

“Genius is 1% inspiration, 99% perspiration.”
Today our world is very interested in solar energy, but back in 1910 Edison was a
very big fan of solar energy……..

"I'd put my money on the sun and solar energy. What a source
of power! I hope we don't have to wait until oil and coal run out
before we tackle that. I wish I had more years left."
Talk about a man ahead of his times!

S

is for stock ticker

This early invention helped make finance and investments on
Wall Street into big business. It was a major step for him and
monies from this invention allowed him to open his first shop in
Newark, NJ in 1870/71

T

is for telegraph

This is the first technology Mr. Edison mastered; and built many of his
early inventions upon. He actually was a telegrapher in his teenage
years. T also stands for telephone which Mr. Edison greatly improved
and made much more practical.

U

is for U.S. Navy

His work in World War I helped the Navy detect German
submarines; and led to the creation of the Naval Research Labs.
This work also spread the usefulness of his invention factory
and R&D labs.

Check Out Edison Product Advertising
Thomas Edison was one the great branders of his time. He had his own
photography department that created and made his advertising. His name was
prominently displayed on or in conjunction with his products.

V

is for vacuum tubes

Vacuum tubes were responsible for the explosion of radio and
television in the 1940s-1970s. Edison’s experiments and
improvements to light bulb filaments led to the development of
vacuum tubes…… and the discovery of the electron!

W

is for work

Hard work was Edison’s key to success and happiness. He felt
all work, when put to productive purposes, was better than
anything else for humans…”there is no substitute for hard
work”…Thomas Edison.

XYZ

is for Edison’s XYZ energy

Thomas Edison believed there was a special force in the world
that linked things like magnetism and other forces, and also the
direct conversion of heat into electricity.

More Edison Advertising

Edison in History
Examine how Edison interacted with other great inventors, environmentalists,
and entrepreneurs of his time. Check out his relationship with other
contemporaries as listed below.

Henry Ford

Nikola Tesla

Alexander Graham Bell

Harvey Firestone

George Eastman

John Burroughs

George Westinghouse

J. P. Morgan

Charles P. Steinmetz

Lewis Latimer

Elihu Thomson

Edward Weston

Charles A. Coffin

Edwin J. Houston

Joseph Swan
Also, check out the word “entrepreneur” and learn what it means, and why it is so
important to our economy today. Can you name modern day inventors and
entrepreneurs and what they are famous for?

Author’s Perspective: My Boyhood Hero

Harry Roman at home

Thomas Edison was my boyhood hero. It started way back in 1958,
when a 4th grade school teacher and class project motivated me to study
Thomas Edison, and write away to one of his local companies for more
information. The folks at his battery division in Bloomfield, NJ sent me
a lovely comic-style book about him, “Thomas Edison Inspiration to
Youth”; and that started my love affair with invention and engineering. I
still have that little book, a cherished childhood possession.
My father was taking notice of my interest in Edison. Dad, a master
mechanic, had a basement workshop, where he stretched my capabilities
in many different ways. We even invented what we needed down in that
beloved workshop. I was becoming a problem solver, with engineering
school my next destination. Memories of what I learned in that
workshop are with me every day.
I spent 36 years in the utility industry developing new technologies for
my company—technology spanning the gamut from solar energy
systems to mobile robots; from micro-sensors to artificial intelligence
thrown in as well. Obtaining patents for my inventions, I felt even closer
to the great inventor. After retiring in 2006, I spent almost a year as a
park ranger at the legendary Thomas Edison West Orange Labs to learn
even more about my hero. Now working as an author and advisor for the
Edison Innovation Foundation www.thomasedison.org, I have the honor
of writing most of the articles for the Edison Muckers webpage
www.edisonmuckers.org. On my own time, I write resource books and

articles for teachers, consult with teaching colleges, and give special
lectures and tours at the West Orange Labs. When time permits, I visit
local schools and teach kids about invention. Am I lucky or what?
There is a nice kicker to this story. Twenty years after I wrote that letter
to the Edison battery plant, I married the girl who is the niece of the man
who managed that Edison facility. Tell me that’s not fate!
Edison Social Media
www.thomasedison.org
www.facebook.com/thomasedison
www.instagram/thomasedisom1847
www.edisonmuckers.org
www.nps.gov/edis/index.htm
www.pinterest.com/thomasaedison/
Teachers and homeschoolers…check this resource out we have provided
for your educational needs……
http://www.edisonmuckers.org/resources-for-teachers/
There also is a previously published free Edison e-book available on the
main website of www.edisonmuckers.org . Check out the upper right
hand corner of the webpage and easily download it. Make it a part of
your classroom or general learning about the great inventor.

About the Author
During his very successful 36-year engineering career with PSE&G,
Harry worked with many NJ schools and teachers, bringing the
excitement of invention and engineering into the classroom. Harry
retired early in 2006 to pursue a life-long interest in teaching and
writing. Since then, he has published over 80 teacher resource books,
and 18 math card games. He also has published approximately 400
papers and articles in education magazines, journals, newsletters, and
related forums, always stressing STEM / STEAM, the integration of the
curriculum, engineers working with teachers, and use of mathematics in
solving problems. He is the recipient of a prestigious IEEE Northeast
Regional Award for Teaching Excellence; and a holder of the New
Jersey Technology Education and Engineering Association’s highest
award --Distinguished NJ Technology Educator. He works with teachers
in Essex County schools, and often visits classrooms to conduct handson, team based learning and problem solving.
For three years, he helped design and co-taught an iSTEM graduate
course at Montclair State University teacher’s college. The West Orange
School District has asked him to serve on their committee to bring
STEM/Engineering into the middle and high schools. Harry is a
recognized and prolific author in the G&T educational community as
well. Every month, over 600,000 educators, technologists and industrial
leaders read his feature articles appearing in various national and
Internet publications.
Harry holds 12 U.S. Patents; received numerous engineering, and
invention awards; and published approximately 200 hundred scientific
papers, articles, monographs, and books. He received IEEE’s
Meritorious Achievement Award; the New Jersey Inventors Hall of
Fame Inventor of the Year Award; and an IEEE Power Engineering
Society Outstanding Engineer Award. For his robotics work, the Electric
Power Research Institute recognized him with an Innovator’s Award;

while PSE&G celebrated his work with an Outstanding Corporate
Achievement Award. His work in solar energy has led to PSE&G’s
leadership role in that technology today; and his pioneering robotic
applications helped launch the U.S. mobile robotics utility service
industry. His work in artificial intelligence and micro sensors presaged
what we know today as the smart utility and the Internet of Things.
Since 2006, Harry has been a park ranger / volunteer park ranger at the
Thomas Edison National Historical Park [TENHP], the site of Thomas
Edison's legendary West Orange, NJ labs and manufacturing complex.
At the park Harry gives special lectures interpreting Edison's work, his
accomplishments and economic impacts on our world, the emergence of
R&D labs, specialty tours, and hands-on programs/maker fairs for
teachers, students and members of the public.
Since 2007, Harry has been an advisor and educational author for the
Edison Innovation Foundation and Charles Edison Fund. His varied
work here has involved new education programs and publications for
teachers, development of intellectual properties/marks/logos, teacher
seminars/professional development programs, new
marketing/advertising programs, social media and website articles,
national design challenges, and visits to local schools to spread the
legacy of Thomas Edison. He is the chief writer for their very successful
Edison Muckers webpage, having authored over 170 articles.

Continue the Edison Legacy---Licensing
and Contributions
In summary, Thomas Edison (1847-1931) has been hailed as the world’s greatest
inventor. Among his many inventions (1,093 patents) are the phonograph, motion
picture camera and the light bulb (including the entire electric power industry). He
also created the basic approach to industrial research and development (R&D) still
used today. Besides being an inventor he really stands out as an innovator and
entrepreneur which is one of the reasons TIME Magazine stated he is “still relevant
today”.

Supporters of this Book on Thomas Edison
Edison Innovation Foundation
The Edison Innovation Foundation is a nonprofit organization that supports the
Edison Legacy and encourages students (including women and minorities) to
embrace careers in science, technology, and engineering and is committed to
educating the next generation of great innovators while using Edison and his
Invention Factory as the foundation. www.thomasedison.org
Charles Edison Fund
Charles Edison was the son of Thomas Edison, the famous inventor and
entrepreneur. Charles was a businessman and philanthropist and in 1948
established the Charles Edison Fund ("Fund"). The Fund was created to maintain
the legacy of his father, Thomas Edison, and to meet his own philanthropic goals
in good and bad economic times. www.charlesedisonfund.org

Licensing
The Fund engages in licensing the Edison name and image. Edison Intellectual
property ("Edison IP") generates extra revenues to support programs run by the
Edison Innovation Foundation. Licensing is accomplished either with outside
representatives or through its extensive social media platform. A recent example of
an Edison license involves the Intel-Edison Compute module (chip) which evolved
out of a formal license between the Fund and Intel Corporation. Below is a photo

of the module and the "Edison Tommy" award given to inventors, entrepreneurs
and contest winners who participate in ongoing and special programs.

Anyone interested in licensing Edison intellectual property should contact
Charles Edison Fund
One Riverfront Plaza
1037 Raymond Blvd., Suite 340
Newark, New Jersey 07102
www.charlesedisonfund.org
Phone: 973-648-0500
Email: info@thomasedison.org

Contributions
The Edison Innovation Foundation invites donors to support the ongoing needs of
the Edison Foundations by contributing to the continuing efforts to revitalize
science education and Edison’s legacy. Innovation and Edison drove us through
the industrial age and will continue to drive us into the future. Please help us carry
on our important work. Financial contributions to the Edison Innovation
Foundation are 100% tax deductible. www.thomasedison.org

